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Abstract. We use the Vlasov equation plus -il - corrections to describe collective 

nuclear vibrations in the small amplitude limit. Separable forces of 

the multipole - raultipole type are employed to study the quadrupole 

and octupole resonances. Whereas the giant stares exhibit the well 

known distortions of the Fermi sphere already at the classical level 

we find that the low lying 3 state haa an isotropic pressure tensor 

in the 4f —» 0 limit. Quantum corrections reestablish a small distor

tion and thus a finite restoring force* 
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1 . INTRODUCTION 

Presently the Vlasov equation is widely used to describe heay ion collisions 

as well as small- amplitude- collective nuclear vibrations JJ - 5_|. 

Also fluid and hydrodynamical approaches are usually based on this 

semiclassical approximation to the TDHF equations and it is therefore important 

to study the implications and validity of this equation in the context of nuclear 

dyn~iiics. We propose to do this here investigating the phase space properties 

of small amplitude quadrupole and octupole vibrations. Our study is based on 

a model previously introduced by one ot the authors l_6j and consists in a 

harmonic mean field plus separable residual interactions of the multipole - multi-

pole type. We find that the Vlasov equation is sufficient in the quadrupole case 

but in the octupole cast -K - corrections are needed in order to reproduce the 

fully quantal solution. These quantal corrections turn out to be of minor impor

tance for the giant state but crucial for the low lying octupole state whose 

finite restoring force and thus finite energy solely comes from quantal correc

tions in this model. Phase space approaches also give important insight into 

the physics and we thus reveal that to this vanishing oE the restoring force 

on the level of Che Vlasov equation is associated an isotropic pressure tensor 

similar to what is happening in a hydrodynamic mode. Small 4f-corrections rein

troduce some distortion leading to the finitensss of the low-lying 3 energy. 

Whereas the low lying states thus seem to have an essentially equilibrated 

pressure tensor, the giant states exhibit strong quadrupole deformations of the 

local momentum distribution already on the level of the Vlasov equation a feature 

which is knownr7-||_J to be responsible for the A dependence of the giant 
-2/3 resonances. On the contrary,for the low-lying state we find a A dependence. 

In section 2 we present our model and our general formalism and in 

section 3 we, discuss the explicit solution. Some remarks of more general 

character are given in section 4 and in section 5 we present our conclusions. 
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2 . GENERAL FORMALISM AMD DEFINITION OF THE MODEL 

He want to consider the TDHF equation 

in phase space. To this purpose we calculate the Wigner transform of (1) [j''C! 

and obtain if we suppose that the time dependent aean field is a local quantity 

(Skyrme and separable schematic forces) the following equation 

f S f flî») <» 

The purpose of the transcription of eq. (1) into phase space is in general not 

to use eq. (2) as such hut to pass to the limit -ti —j»0; this leads to 

4- <W) 
(3) 

The left hand side of eq. (3) is called the Vlasov equation. We here want to 

study small amplitude vibrations and we therefore have to linearize eq. (3) : 

•f - o f; 

where f is the (equilibrium) solution of the time independent equation. 

ïvJÇ - A vacS) ù / i l ï ) : = o "... 
"" ' ° fr ( -2- "TiKlf J T» u <5) 
In the following we will use for V o the spherical harmonic oscillator and 

and we therefore obtain for the linearised version of (3) : 



X + I ?r _ vv8 2£i =. vv, 2 t 
T4 " " * T>f 1 ) ^ 

+£*««>(£•£)>. * «**) « 
Ï S'CS.f.t) 

Equation (4) will be solved with the Green's function method. We have 

(7) 

with 

where R (R p t), P (R p* t) are solutions of Newton's classical equation of 

motion with initial conditions R,p*. 

With (7) the solution to (6) can formally be written as 

ç u

 + j V JTRC.PO (8) 

where f. is a solution of the homogoneous equation which however will not 

play any role at resonance and we therefore will omit it in the forthcoming. 

The expression (7) is very similar to the pseudo particle method which 

has been recently employed for the solution of the Vlasov equation in the 

context of heavy ion collisions [3-5,13]. 
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Hft) = U. + Ve >(F ri) 

It remains to completely define our model which is exactly the same as 

the one of ref. |_6J using separable multipole-multipole forces. For the 

single particle Hamiltonian we therefore have : 

(9) 

Li = ±i + ÇJ W.* T* 
~ 0 2<wi 3. 

where V (r,t) is the Hartree part of the meanfield created by the multipole 

component "L" of the separable interaction. In detail we have for the quadrupole 

and octupole potentials 

\f^ - a <J It) ~*\ r * quadrupole (tOa) 

Y ( 3 ) •=. & 0-d) T* r s r è octupole (10b) 

(T«) = TV(?«> n.fl.n) 
The force constants <x and |3 are determined from the usual self consistency 

condition |_14 J and are given by 

* " T ~ T T : ' P - A ^ r«> do 

With these ingredients we are no» able to proceed to the explicit solutions of 

Che quadrupole and octupole oscillations. 

3 . SOLUTION, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION FOR THE QUADRUPOLE AND OCTUPOLE VIBRATIONS 

Before treating the different multipolarities separately we have to give the 

classical trajectories figuring in eqs. (7,8). These are simply the positions and 
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•omenta of a classical particle in the spherical harmonic oscillator potential 

that, is the static part of expression ( 9) 

• k . É O - fi, c««0.t +£.. t'"U''ft (.2.) 

to. it) s-'mUo^wmJ.i + foc*m/.t (12 b) 
'Ci 

3.1 Quadrupole case 

As can be seen from eqs (6,10) there are no-ff - corrections to the Vlasov 

equation in the quadrupole case and one obtains V 

—00 

•fr (13) 

with 

^ W l ë f t M*f,f«YO 
In eq. (13) «e used 

r = ©fc-H.) (15) 

what is the Thomas-Fermi approximation for the static distribution function of 

eq.(5) and solution of the time independent Vlasov equation (5) in the-fi->0 limit. 

He remark that the solution (13) is very reminiscent of Landau's Fermi'liquid theory 

for zero sound M S J : the momentum distribution is deformed and the deviation 

from equilibrium f. is restricted to the Fermi surface (in our case to the local 

Ferai surface <f_(R> - <L - V Q(R)). 



A further remark concerns the possibility of truncating eq.(5) and eq. (6) 

at different orders of 1f. It is for instance conceivable to take for f the exact 

quantum groundstate distribution corresponding to eq. (5) and to approximate semi-

classically only (6) which takes account of the dynamical distortion of the den

sity matrix. Shell effec'ts would thus be retained whereas the use of (15) corres

ponds to a Strutinsky like washing out of shell effects I I2J. 

In order to proceed to the evaluation of the elgen-frequency we multiply 

eq. (13) with R„ R z and integrate over the whole phase space; we then obtain an 

integral equation for the expectation value of the quadrupole operator 
t 

% ft) = F ( l ) j<«' % d') si'* 2w. it'-t) (16) 

(17) 

which is equivalent to the following differential equation 

% H- («w.2 f 2c* F f * > H = ° 
(2) Ihe factor P v ' is given by 

3tn Wo "T"p 

2 
where <r >™ is the mean square radius calculated in Thomas Fermi approximation. 
In (18) we used the relation - W W ; 

Using the value of o< given in (11) we tinallv obtain for the energy of the 
iU>2+t giant quadrupole resonance (q.(t) = q, e ): 

7/2 

=• i/F u>o (19) 



This result is very well known [̂  K.lQand yields a value of E.^&O A ~ " 3 HeV 

in quite good agreement with experiment. 

Using (16) we also can write for (13) 

iw^t r 

(20) 

This form is used to evaluate the following important dynamical quantities 

Transition density : £,,(£,*) = \ **?£— £ (g,f, t) • «'•) 

Tansicion current : À .(pV) - I — £ — -&- -£ (R.tf.t) (21 b) 

Pressure tensor 

J ^ K t ) 3 •»*» U , f J. (21 c) 

The last equality comes from the fact that <?> - m j./yCf) is already a small 

quantity (see eq. (21b) and can therefore be neglected to lowest order. 

Evaluati ng eqs. (21) with (20) yields 

» = " 

i U), + "fr 



j>.*) ==* "^^ e

 fr-9 f.<o v c r b n ) { 2 2 b ) 2-m Wo f= 

5 Tv,U)o ^f;^?^ J 
(22 c) 

In theje equations J(r) and ZT(r) stand for Che local Thomas Fermi 

density and kinetic energy density respectively and use has been made of the 

relation T(r) - - J Tn <Jt T f0(r\ valid for the harmonic oscillator potential. 

It is easy to verify that eqs.(22a, b) fullfill the equation of continuity. No

tice that the transition density (22 a) corresponds to a scaling deformation 

and chat the velocity field u = j/f (eq. 22 b) is divergent free (in compressible 

fluid) and irrotational. These results for £ and j. coincide with the ones 

of the Bohr Tassie model[j4,17]and have been extensively discussed in the litera

ture Il 1,12]. Result (22 c) for the pressure tensor is particularly interesting, 

as it explicitly points out the non diagonal character of the pressure tensor 

PV . Such an effect is of course the direct consequence of the quadrupole 

deformation of the Fermi sphere which is, as we have said above, the cause of 
-1/3 

the A dependence of the giant resonances. Whereas the results for the quadru
pole case have been known in one way or the other since a certain while J_7,11j 
we will now come to the very interesting.octupole case which will reveal several 
new and up to now unknown features. 



3 . 2 Octupole case 

The octupole case is interesting in several respects. First of all, it 

is clear that the -K - corrections of eq. (6) have to be retained in order to 

recover the exact solution. We therefore can study the importance of the 

quantum correction to the Vlaaov equation. Secondly the octupole case exhibits 

two states : one high lying at around 3 t»0 (the giant resonances state) and one 

low lying at t u)o • He will be able to study the important differences of 

these two states as they become apparent in phase space. 

From eqs. (4,10) we obtain 

3fi + £ Wf - vv, 2k « - -£ ffcp-H,) <U0 
ÔT + ^ T V ^ 1 V V 0 ^p <r» 

^ [ > P S R* V^ R x R j f h V; Qb~] • (23) 

<^- iiSft R-W,ttf.o (24) 

We define the following phase space functions 

£. , = P x Cj, y», + R* R f |»b + R s R* K 

B a = R*KI>t * fla MP* * R * H 1 * 
as well as the integrals 

Cm wo £*'-*-> 

K,«r) 
fijtt) 

*U« 
l/3 uj 

<jt** 0 ^ 9 
4 

— <ao 

(25) 

(26) 
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and obtain the solution for f, 

As before in the quadrupole case we sec from (27) that the infinitesimal 

dynamic deviation from equilibrium is concentrated around the local Parmi 

surface. In the octupole case we however have an interesting quantum correction 

which explores regions slightly away from the local Fermi surface and «hose 

importance will become apparent in the following. 

In order to determine the eigenfrequencies in the octupole case, we 

multiply (27) with R R K and integrate over the whole phase space; this 

yields an integral equation for û̂ (c> 

t 

<*+ tt) B % O f 3 ) + 3 Gll)) jdi' *,tf) »'*, a.Cr-t) 

•6 
(28) 

This integral equation is equivalent to the following fourth order 

differential equation 

(29) 

<^ ) +f i -«^ t« .F w ) 6 : , * (3<*ï + 3«iF(3i<-tâG(i%=0 

(3) (3) 
The quantities F , G w / are defined by 



•V' 

fdW" --- - » «*« 4«* 
T ' J (2irk)3 

R 2 

(30) 

( 

From eq (29) we Chen obcain a oiquadracic equation for Che occupole eigen 

frequencies and with (11) follows 

«£'. -42.* Kl- —fe^—)*T » 

These frequencies correspond to the high and low lying excitation energies which 

for ft « 0 are given by 3 u)s and 1 u)0 respectively. 

Expression (32) is the same as in réf. \_6}. The interesting point is 

that the finite value of W _ is solely a consequence of the quantum 

correction and that on the purely classical level of the Tlasov equation we 

have 

J 3 ~ (33) JLL. s:: - ° 

whereas to lowest order in-tf the eigenfrequency is given by |_6J 
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(34) 

^ ^ 3 - A - 2 ' " 3 MeV 

This value is in reasonable agreement with experiment [_6J . The A depen

dence of this mode seems to indicate a surface chartcter but its true nature 

will become clearer in studying the three quantities defined in eq. (21). 

Before proceding, lee us remark that the4f- corrections for the giant state 

are negligible and that to a good approximation it is given by 

<+> ;—1 

"* (35) 

For the transition density we obtain 

S„ (7,-t) = <rJ*) RO) t ; V * «> 

with _ _ (3) 

R f r ) = j ^ . \ y ~ M J ^ * - • (A ' -VAC.) 

and 

^ • i = b W - î f ' - ' , T , t " ) (38) 



In order to obtain expression (37) it was necessary to express <% and 

6̂  of (26) through $(t); this is possible in using the integral equation 

(23) and its derivatives. Observe the dependence of R(r) on the octupole 
<i) 

frequencies U> 5 U),-

The transition current is given by 

- f f . t ) = bto~ZM V(+-,ij,M (39) 

with 

3 (r) -
CO 5 w . * + u . F , s , - < / 

L F C 3 ) +3 (T 
7" Cf, -VA afr») 

+ 
u{ - eo.* - CO, F - Cf. • H ^ A i M ) ] (40) 

and 

A^<) - W<0.* r* 
( • * • * : - t . ' ) (41) 

The most interesting quantity is again the pressure tensor 

1* 
TU?,0 « fftUW^rtÇ* + 4 i T C f ) ^ ^ n r s r 1 » 

(42) 
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»icn r— T—fil > 

(P. *• ^ 4 . t o ) ] 
F ( i ) - G u > 

and 

ft) 
TOO = r* 3 - / ,,,,:TwITs^ \Lo ?*r r° / 

lj-m (V L 3 ( f f î ) + 3 6 ) 

+ »? + "•*"-<** (T. - £ J.')]' 

He notice that differently from the quadrupole case the transition, density and 

the current density relative to the octupole solutions differ from the predic

tions of the Bohr lassie model due to the presence of quantum effects. In fact 

only neglecting the terms of order-fi in eqs (37,40) one obtains the familiar 

results 

l <* ftfO V K v O (46) 

for both the high lying and low lying modes. Such results correspond to a 

scaling deformation and to an irrotational velocity field respectively. The 
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•K - corrections of eqs (37,40) can be of different importance depending on 

whether we take for P the full quantal or the semiclassical result (see discus

sion above). Taking the quantal result for Ç the JI - corrections are responsi

ble for a significant modification of the the transition density introducing 

typical oscillations ) 6J which are absent in eq. (45) and in effect also 

introduce important rotational components in the velocity field corresponding 

to (46). The use of a semiclassical O will be discussed below. 

He now will study the pressure tensor separately for the high and low 

lying states. At variance to what happens for the transition density and the 

current the pressure tensor is different in the two cases even in the classical 

limit; neglecting -tr - corrections in eqs. (42 - 44) one finds 

(47) 

for the giant state. 

This expression has a similar structure as in the quadrupole case '.1 c) 

and its off diagonal part again reflects the important momentum distorcion of 

the giant state already on the classical level. 

A completely different form of the pressure tensor is obtained for the 

low lying state 

We theref e have the important result that on the purely classical level, that 

is, using the Vlasov equation, the pressure tensor of the low lying 3 - state 

is diagonal and isotropic very reminiscent of a hydrodynamic mode. Quanttm 

corrections which are off digonal are added to this in the exact case; they are 
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responsible for a non vanishing restoring force and thus for the finite value 

(34) of the low lying octupole state. 

In spite of the fact that there is no quadrupole deformation of the mo

mentum sphere in the classical limit, this mode is not entirely hydrodynamic 

since the third moment of f, is finite even for-tt-^O : 

The time odd part of the distribution functions then takes contributions from 

the L - 1 (eq. 39) as well as from the L • 3 leq. 49) deformations in momentum 

space. Of course, different linear contributions of the above deformations will 

characterise the low lying and the giant octupole states. It follows that the 

energy wighted sum rule which is sensitive to the L « 1 component (current 

term) will be shared by the two states differently from what happens in the 

standard hydrodynamic model where the whole strength is exhausted by the low 

lying surface mode. 

Let us summarize the results of this section : the giant octupole state 

is essentially a classical state describable with the Vlasov equation. The 

important quadrupole - deformation of the momentum sphere yields in analogy 

to the quadrupole case the typical A mass dependence of the giant resonances 

energy. On the contrary on the classical level there is no quadrupole deforma

tion of the local velocity distribution of the low lyiiig 3~ state resulting 

in a vanishing oi the restoring force in our model. Quantum corrections are 

therefore all important for the fine details of this state; nevertheless it can 

be said that its main characteristics are again determined on the level of 

the Vlasov equation alone. 
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4 . FURTHER REMARKS 

The static mean field potential we used in our model was an infinite one 

and therefore" no escape width of the giant state was possible even on the 

fully quantal level. From our way of solving the Vlaaov equation (6-8) it 

becomes however clear that on the purely classical level there is never an 

escape width even for a finite potential. This stems from the fact that our 

solution (6-8) involves only classical paths with energies equal to the Fermi 

energy, i.e. bound orbits. Escape into the continuum is therefore a quantal 

effect. One could object to this reasoning that it is entirely based on the 

use of the Thomas - Fermi step function (15) for f„ ;...how"ever any function of H„ is 

solution of the static Vlasov equation. We should keep in isind that 

for a smeared outstep function some orbits lie necessarily in the continuum 

for a finite potential and no stable ground-state distribution exists on the 

-tf » 0 level. Thus (15) is the only consistent choice for f for a finite potential 

The next point we want to investigate is the question of the gential 

structure of the transition density in the octupole case. More specifically 

we want to study whether the passing of the transition density through negative 

values clcse to the origin is a general feature as this could be concluded 

from several quantum calculations [6,18J or whether it is a shell effect. Using 

in (36-38) the Thomas-Fermi expression 

50Cr) °C U F - f co.*r*) 3/i. (•50) 

we arrive at the following result for the transition density of the low lying 

state : 

f>-><( f F-v.r + zvfe>^ (51) 
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This expression exhibits Che well known difficulties of Thomas-Fermi theory 

chat is the -f - correccions in Che local density diverge' at the classical 

turning point . Though this deficiency could be cured through partial -U 

resuamation techniques Jji] it is not an essential point here. Divergency 

or not, expression (51 ) is a positive quantity everywhere and we therefore 

have to conclude that oscillations in the octupole transition density are 

due to the presence of shell effects, as Chey for instance occur in using a 

fully quantal groundstate density P„ . 

A similar study can be made for the transition current. Microscopic 

calculations of the current £ 1 9jshow that in the low lying states strong rota

tional components are present; we again can ask the question whether this is 

a general feature or whether it is due to shell effects. With (50) we obtain 

from (21b) for the transition current of the low lying state 

'j>> - O-*)*- i £ ^ ] v>„r,r.) «> 
We see that this transition current has a very smooth behaviour and there

fore any local rotations in the transition current are due to shell effects. 

He also remark Chat the velocity field corresponding to the classical part of 

(52) is irrocational whereas the quantum corrections introduce a smooth rota

tional component , 

He also wani. to comment on the fact that our model yields 

on the classical level .:ero excitation energy. This is of course an artifact 

of our model due to the absence of any surface restoring force. A more realistic 

approach (using for example Skyrme forces) would introduce such surface terms 

and yield a finite value of the low lying energy already on the level of the 
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Vlasov equation f20 1 . Our study shows that both quantal and surface corrections 

have to be evaluated very carefully in order to precisely account for the 

energy of the low lying state. The interplay between surface and quantua effects 

could be of importance also in the study of the surface response function |_*>J. 

At last, let us add a remark on the use of the Vlasov equation for 

heavy ion collisions at energies of several tens of MeV per nucléon. Though 

our study shows that -fi corrections can be crucial for the detailed description 

of the low lying states we think that their main features are nevertheless 

correctly described by the Vlasov equation and that therefore its use together 

with a collision term jeems to be justified at these energies in the context 

of heavy ion collisions. 

S . CONCLUSIONS 

In this work we studied the well known model of separable interactions for 

the description of collective nuclear states in employing a semiclassical 

phase space approach. More specifically we investigated the quadrupole and 

octupole states. Thé quadrupole case yields a (time dependent) meanfield which 

is quadratic in the coordinates and thus the Vlasov equation is sufficient 

for its description (since quantal corrections to the Vlasov equation imply 

third derivatives of Che potential). The explicit solution shows for instance 

Che by now well known feature of a quadrupole deformation of the local momentum 
-1/3 

distribution which causes the A dependence of the giant state whose frequen
cy is given by OJ^t = iZ Ida (W 4 » frequency of Che static harmonic 
oscillator) in agreement with the exact solution. 

The phase space description of the octupole case is more interesting 

in several aspects : first there exist two 3 states, one high lying (the 

giant state) and one low lying state and second the Vlasov equation is not 

sufficient any longer to reproduce the exact solution which can only be found 
2 if quantal corrections of order 41 are kept. Two main features arise from 

our study : the quantal corrections are unimportant for the giant state but 
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crucial for the low lying state. In fact its energy cones at zero energy if the 
-2/3 Vlasov equation is used and a finite value with a A. dependence is only 

obtained from the-h - corrections. Investing closer the reason for the vanishing 

of the excitation energy on the classical level we find that the pressure 

tensor of this state is diagonal and isotropic in the limit H —» 0 whereas the 

one of the highlying state is deformed as usual. The quanta! corrections add 

again a slight deformation enough to bring the state to its finite but small 

value. This is reminiscent of a hydrodynamical mode with local equilibrium. 

However, this is not quite the case since the third moraer.t of the distribution 

is not vanishing and hence continuity plus Euler equations are not sufficient 

for its description. The fact that our model gives no restoring force on the 

classical level is an artifact of the model since surface forces are missing. 

In a more realistic approach this would not be the case. Nevertheless 

our study suggests that quantal corrections to the Vlasov equation are vecy 

important for the precise evaluation of the low-lying 3 state. 

A preliminary account of this work has been given in ref. I_22_] . 
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